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What js Sovere ignty?

Going by the Oxford Advanced Learners

Dictionary, sovereignty simply means an "independent

sovereign power". Thus, there can be economic,

military, parliamentary or constitr-rtional sovereignty,

However, the concept "sovereignty" should not be

confused with 'sovereign'. Whiie 'sovereign' refers to a

person or body having supreme power, 'sovereiqnty' is

the power held or exercised by an individuai, body or

state as prescribed by the constitution or as may be

acquired by force.

For sovereignty to have legitimacy, it must be

acceptable to, but not forced on, the people.

II we agree with this universal definition of

'sovereignty', what, then, is Nigeria? Nigeria is an

amalgamation of numerous soverei.gn states

otherwise known as 'autonomous kingdorns'. In other

words, Nigeria is an arnalgamation o{ many nations.



in ihe pre-feudal culture, there were no kingdoms

nor states, sovereignty was in the preserve ol the

patriarch of ever1, family, In other worcls, wiihin any

geographical expression, there 'were as rnany

sovereignties as the number of iarnilies, In feudal

societies, there were kj.ngdoms but the potentate of

each kingdom acquired sovereignty. In the caliphate

culture, there were emirates under the sultanate. The

sovereignty was fought for and appropriated by the

caliph. In British colonial era, the British monarch held

the sovereignty of the colony,

In Nigeria, at varying times, between the pre-

historic age and 1000 A.D., the patriarch of each family

or the clan of famiiies was the sovereign, In the eight

hundred years before 1800 A,D. each traditional local

government, otherwise known as empire, kingdom,

fief dom or famiiy hamlet, enjoyed complete

sovereignty, Among such sovereign states were the

Hausa kingdoms, the Bornu empire for the Kanuris and
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the middle-beit Kwararaia empire among the Plateau

communities,

We atrso had the Oyo empire covering the present

Oyo siate and parts ol the present Ogun, Lagos, Kwara

and Osun states, Benin ernpire covered the present

Edo, Delta states and substantial parts of the present

Cndo, Kogi and Ekiti states' Among the other kingdoms

were the Ife kingdom, the IIa kingdem ("';hich spread

from the present Osr-ln State into Igbomrna area of the

present Kwara state) and the Ijesa Kingdom ol Osun

state (covering parts of the present Osun and Ekiti

states), There were numerous other family or clan

fiefdoms, hamiets and kingdoms around rivers Niger

and Benue, their tributaries and the deita,

While the nineteenth century witnessed the

collapse of most of these sovereiEnties and their

substitution with the caliphate/ernirate system in the

North-West and some parts of North-Central of the

present amalgamation called Nigeria, the British later



superimposed their colonial sovereignty over all the

cuitures and age-long traditions of those oid

sovereignties by creating the geographic expression

which they named 'Nigeria',

From the beqinning of history, in this part of the

world, sovereignty was appropriated by kings, emirs or

sultan, and by the coionial overlords through combined

use of bribery, inducement, cajolery, intimidation,

coercion and military aggression,

Con st itution o/ Sove re i g nty

In the f ew opportunities Nigeria had for

constitutional conferences, our people always settled

for federalism and allocation of functions between the

central Eovernrnent and the federating units,

The British were sensible enoug'h to withdraw the

authority of their sovereiqnty from certain functions of

the siate, thereby ailowing for more than one



Feder:ation, That explarns the granting of self -

government to each ol the federating units of Nigeria

before Independence in 1960, ln other words, in any

'federation', sovereignty cannot be one and unified.

There could be as many sovereignties as the nurnber of

federating units to which the lunctions of the state are

allocated by the constitution, Whichever authority has

responsibility f or any state iunction must have

sovereignty over that function,

That rvas the constitutional position of Nigeria at

Independence in I960,

True Federalism

In True Federalism,

government and there

federating units

there is a central unit of

are governments of the

The parliament of each federating unit has

dominant powers in making laws for most of the key
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social and economic fr-rnctions like education, health,

road, transportation and other ancillary infrastructures

such as the railways, electricity, water supply,

communication and iniernai security" The powers of the

federating units include authority to levy taxes and

enforce their collection, make and enforce laws with

regards to their key functions,

The FederaVCentral Government has similar

dominant powers over matters of common interests like

immigration, citizenship, currency, defence, foreign and

international reiations.

In a true federation, each government is

permitted, by the provisions of the constitution, to mind

its own business,

Therefore, a totally centralized authority over all

functions is not a federal system, it is a unitary

arrangement. Similarly, a loosely decentralized

authority over every and all function is a confederation'
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In a federation, authorities are associated with

functions, Thus, each unit (central or federating) is

powerfuily dominant over the functions allocated to it

by the constitution.

Emergence of 'Bureaucratic Centralism' in Nigeria

General Olusegun Obasanjo's military regime

(1975-].979) amended Decrees No 13 of I97O and No 9

of I971 and thus began the unfortunate transfer ol the

states' residuai functions to the Centrai Government. In

fact, those amendments prepared the ground for Iurther

manipulation. Hence, numerous other military decrees,

particularly Decree No 2l oI 1998, which transferred to

the Federal Government the powers to collect all taxes;

and consequently the increase in the exclusive

Iegislative list from 45 (in the I960 Constitution) to 68

(in the 1999 Constitution) which shi{ted enormous

powers to the cenire. Those developments have tended

to increase the zealousness of the Federal Government

to take all decisions on behalf of all levels of



g:overnment (including the local counciLs) merely in

order to extend the size and frontiers of its own control,

That tendency, in turn, has led to duplication and

multiplication of socio-economic responsil:ilities and

bureaucratic policy objectives, political irresponsibiirty,

and officiai corruption at the Federal Governrnent level,

with the consequence that other tiers and levels of

g'overnment imi.tate similar recklessness,

This situation becomes compounded by the

duplication and, sometimes, multiplication of

government departments and bureaus merely to

"settle" and to "find jobs for ihe boys", just in the same

manner that many states and numerous local

governments (which cannot necessarily satisfy any

reasonable socio-economic postulations) were created

only to please some group interests.

it has created the worst constitutional muddle Ior

Nigeria. In the words ol Chief Obafemi Awolowo, the

work of governrnent has thereby
I



'hecome unduly complex, inextricably

tangled, ertremely unwieldy and wasteful,

and productive oI disharmony ond

discontent amongsf ffte peop/e'.

Nigeria is now in chaos created by

Ieaders with military orientation to promote

corruption with appropriate cover-ups,

The Question oI Sovereign National Conference

If we accept the universal deJinitions of

'sovereiqn','sovereignty', and'federation' there should

be no difficulty in understanding what a'nation' is,

V/hat then is a Nation? The Oxford Advanced

Learner's Dictionary of Current English defines Nation

as 'large community of people associated with a

particular territory usually speaking a single language

and usually having a political character or political

aspirations'.
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Therefore, in Nigeria, each community of peopie

known as Yoruba, Hausa/Fulani, igbo, Kanuri, Tiv,

Nupe, Edo, Urhobo, Ijaw, Ibiobio, etc. is a nation of its

own. Each of these nations is free, therefore, to hold its

own national conierences and to agree on its own

sovereiEn national constitution. National Sovereign

conferences become important for the constitution of

each nation to have legitimate sovereignty. Thereafter,

a Nigerian Conference of Nations (i,e. a conference of

the representatives of each of these different nations)

may be convoked f or the consolidation and co-

ordination of the diverse national sovereig'n desires.

This is the undergirding principle of a sovereiqn

nationai conference or a Nigerian sovereign conlerence

of nations. The Nigerian Conference of Nations (whose

constitutional decisions cannot be varied, amended or

rejected by any other authority, except by the Nigerian

peopie at a referendum) can also be termed a Sovereign

National Conference. This was the case in the United

States of America and india - countries which are the
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iarqest democracies with sound dernocratic principles

that have sustained good qovernance.

Rather than break ,p Nigeria, such a sovereign

nationai conference wili strengthen the country and

provide the bond essentiaL io national cohesion and

development. The resultant Nigerian Sovereign

National constitution will then becorne the irreducibie

minimum of conditions acceptable to each of the

country's various nations,

Conf erence Participants

if our constitution 'arill have legitimate

sovereignty, its writers must not be seen to be unduly

biased and subjective. Therefore, no serying eieeted or

appointed public officer (who has great tendencies to

seek self ish protection and enhancement for his

powers) should be permitted to participate in any of the

national conferences or the NiEerian Conference of

Nations.
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Sl.IMMARY

The only reasonable path that can lead to a

politicatly stable and econornically viable and

progressive Nigeria lies in the country adopting

Democracv

n Formation and regisiration of political parties
'should be left to individuals who so desire, even

if the political parties do not contest elections

beyond a local government area;

. Award of arbitrary figures to powerful and

wealthy contestants without countinq the actual

votes cast by the electorates should be

eliminated;

. Individual voters' cards should have the voters'

photographs which should be similar to the

photographs embossed in the voters' register (as

it is currently the practice in our neighbouring

Ghana);
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The electoral body (INEC) must be composed of

representatives of ali political parties;

iust as it is possible to conduct elections into the

European Union Commission, without

interference with the processes of electrons into

the national assemblies ol the member-countries,

it should not be out ol place to oust the

jurisdiction of Nigeria's central government Irom

elections for the other tiers oI government in the

ccuntry;

To ensure their independence, all electorai bodies

at federal, zonal and state levels) shouid be

Iunded from the consolidated revenues of the

respective governments ;

There must be sufficient constitutional provisions

to protect the electorate against misuse of the

police and against any other form of intimidation.

True Federalism
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Where the present six zonal arrangement will

form the initial lederating units within the

Nigerian Union;

. Where the federating units wili co-operate with

one another;

" Where the Central Government will co-ordinate

but not subordinate the governments of the

federating units;

. Where only the functions of the Federal

Government would be listed out, while the

residual functions would be left for each

federating unit to determine according to its

geographical separateness, cuitural antecedents

and economic possibilities - not uniformity;

. Where each federating unit would be perrnitted to

write its own constitution, such that each

federatinq unit would spell out its belief as to

what could make its pecple happy within the

context of one Nigeria;
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Where concurrent power schedule would exist

oniy between a federating unit and states within

each federating unit;

Where the state governrnent will continue to

maintain, create and have supervisory auihc,rity

over every iocal government within its

jurisdiction;

Where the central governrnent will have no power

to dissolve the government of any of the

federating units, even during emergency

interventions;

Where each federating unit will be perrnitted to

adopt or votruntarily join other federatirrg units to

adopt instruments f or maintaining internal

security, law and order;

Where no government olficial would arrogate to

himself the title of being an "officer of the

federation". Instead, any officer must be titled

either an olficer ol the Federal Government, or of
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a zonal g'overnment, or of a state government, or

of a iocai g'overnment; and

. Where each federating unit will not have power to

secede from the Federation,
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